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Abstract. The design of survivable all-optical mesh networks based on 
bidirectional wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) self-healing rings 
(SHRs) to supply complete protection against any singlelink failure re
quires an efficient solution. This paper proposes a shared protection algo
rithm called shared protection by concatenated rings (SPCR) using self
healing capability and a pre-configuration mechanism. Our algorithm 
protects and recovers any single link failure with very little capacity, 
faster detection, and recovery time on failures in mesh networks. The 
comprehensive computer simulation shows that the protection cost is re
duced up to about three times and the protection delay is improved up 
to about five times comparing to short leap shared protection (SLSP) 
scheme which is known to be effective. 

1 Introduction 

Explosive growth of hosts, users and services connected to the Internet requires 
very high speed network technology such as optical networks. This trend is ac
celerated by ever increasing data traffic. Recently it has already exceeded voice 
traffic. In this context research on optical networks based on wavelength division 
multiplexing (WDM) technology is drawing much interest for future high speed 
network infrastructure. In such high speed network environment, protection of 
user service becomes increasingly important since even very short interruption 
of service due to link or node failure will cause huge data loss and incur tremen
dous restoration cost. Thus fast and efficient protection and restoration is one 
of the most important issues to be addressed. 

Protection and restoration schemes can be categorized into P-Cycle[1,2], 
SLSP[3,4] and schemes using other type of cycles, e.g., Eulerian tour and Rarnil
ton cycle[5,6,7]. Cycles are pre-configured in P-Cycle so that it can provide fast 
protection. If the length of a protection cycle is long, the protection delay may be 
increased. SLSP is a scalable end-to-end service-guaranteeing shared protection 
scheme, which accommodates the characteristics of both path-based protection 
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and link-based protection. The main idea is to divide the working path into 
several overlapping segments ( domains), each of which is assigned a protection 
domain ID (PDID). The formation of the protection path of each protection 
domain starts in the first node of each protection domain. If the diameter of a 
protection domain is d, we denote the protection method as SLSPd (we investi
gate SLSP3, SLSP4, SLSP5, and SLSP6 in this work). 

In this paper, we propose a shared protection algorithm, shared protection by 
concatenated rings (SPCR), which utilized the concept of self-healing ring (SHR) 
in ring networks, and P-Cycle in mesh networks. We compare performance of 
SPCR and SLSP via simulations. Protection costs, protection delay and failure 
detection time are evaluated and our proposed SPCR is shown to demonstrate 
better performance. 

2 The Proposed Protection Scheme 

In contrast to dedicated protection such as 1+1[8], shared protection that allows 
several working paths to make use of the same protection resources can yield 
better capacity effi.ciency. For shared protection the speed of recovering service 
availability after the occurrence of failure may be relatively slower than in ded
icated protection, and thus shared protection resources must be configured to 
speed up before the optical traffi.c fiow can be switched to them. We employ 
a basic concept of pre-configuration method for a failed edge along with the 
shared protection to have reasonable protection performance in terms of time 
in a practical networking environment. Here the pre-configuration means pre
determined concatenated rings as shown in Fig. 1 depending on t he dimension 
of the mesh network topology. Each ring covers four nodes and adjacent two 
rings share exactly one node. 
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• • • Pre-configured Path 
- Uneavered Boundary Edge 

Fig. 1. Concatenated rings on mesh(6, 6) for path protections. 

Another protection mechanism we consider in this work is the SHR. The mo
t ivation behind a ring-based backup configuration in mesh networks is that only 
rings can contribute to find alternative paths in a graph which represents a net
work topology. In addition, carefully designed rings can provide high sharability 
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of backup paths and spare capacity along with the inherently simple and fast 
recovery operation for fault tolerant networks. This paper is focused to propose 
a new and efficient shared protection algorithm in a full mesh topology. The pro
posed scheme called SPCR is based on the SHR and the pre-configured protec
tion path algorithm. Characteristics of the SPCR is as follows. The concatenated 
rings are basically SHRs in a full mesh topology and uncovered boundary edges 
that are not included in any SHR exist in the mesh boundary. A protection path 
for any uncovered boundary edge is determined by the pre-arrangement. If a 
failure occurs on a SHR, then the failed edge is protected by a path consisted of 
remaining edges in the SHR. A failure in a uncovered boundary edge is recovered 
by three nearest rings, especially an edge from each ring makes a protection path 
with length 3. 

Algorithro DESIGN of CR(N,M) 
y=O; k=O; 
The ring nurober in each edge is initialized to -1; 
While(y<M-l)do 

x=O; 
If((y+ 1)mod2=0)thenx=x+ 1; 
While(x<N -1) do 

ringk= ((x,y),(x + 1,y),(x+ !,y+ 1),(x,y + 1)}; 
The ring nurober for each edge in ring k becoroe k; 
k=k+ l;x=x+2; 

y =y+ 1; 

Fig. 2. Pseudo code for Design of CR(N, M) . 

For consistency, we employ the similar definitions and notation for mesh 
networks in computer architecture[9]. A two-dimensional mesh, mesh(N, M), 
is an NxM square grid of N·M nodes where N and M represent the length 
and width of the mesh, respectively. Each node in a mesh is represented by 
a coordinate (x, y) (O:s;x:s;N-1, O:s;y:s;M-1), and each edge e(a,b),(c,d) corre
sponds to a direct communication link that traffic :flows from a node ( a, b) 
to an adjacent node (c, d) E {(a + 1, b), (a, b- 1), (a- 1, b), (a, b + 1)}. Let a 
ringk = {(a,b),(c,d),(e,f),(g,h)} be a ring of 4 nodes that is composed of 4 
edges e(a,b),(c,d)> e(c,d),(e,f)> e(e,f),(g,h)> and e(g,h),(a,b)· Anode in upper-left corner 
of a ring denotes a representative of the ring. Let efail be an edge which has a 
detected fail ure and RN ( e f aiz) be a ring number of a failed edge. Let D be a set 
of demands. The inputs to our algorithm include t he length(N) and width(M) 
of a full mesh topology for the physical networks, a demand set D , and a failure 
detected edge efail if it exists. The output of the algorithm is an edge protection, 
and thus a link protection in cantrast to a path protection. Fig. 2 shows how to 
make a layout of concatenated rings for a given mesh dimension. It starts from 
the upper-left corner node of the mesh as a representative at the ring0 and finds 
the next representative (x, y) for the next ring. lt is repeated from the left to 
the right and then from the top to the bottom of t he mesh as you see in Fig. 
1. The algorithm Design of CR(N, M) operates as follows. Variables x and y are 
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used for coordinates of the mesh and k is for a ring number. The ring number 
for each edge in the mesh is initialized to -1. A ringk is a ring of 4 nodes which 
has 4 edges with the ring number k. 

Table 1. The representative (x,y) ofringk based on N and k. (k' = k mod (N- 1)) 

N(= even) N(= odd) 
k' < L% J z = 2k' + 2NLN-:::1 J z = 2k' + 2NLN-:::1J 
k'?. L %-J z = 2k' + 1 + 2NLN-:::1 J z = 2k' + 2 + 2NLN--::1 J 

x = z mod N and y = L -fl J 

The algorithm Protection for Failure(N, M, efail) basically protects a failed 
edge in the following manner. Let us assume that k stores the ring nurober 
RN(efail) · Then we can find the representative of the ringk based on N and k. 
Refer to Table 1. If k is positive, the algorithm protects the failed edge efail by 
the ringk. Otherwise, efail is protected by a pre-configured protection path as 
you see in the circle dotted line at Fig. 1. This algorithm discussed is summa
rized in Fig. 3. Table 1 shows a method to calculate the representative (x, y) of 
ringk based on N and k. After identifying the representative in ringk which con
tains the failed edge, the originallink is protected by the default protection path. 

Algorithm PROTECTION for FAlLURE (/V, M, qail) 
k = RN(qa;z); 
If (k != -l) then theefail is protected by ringk in mesh(N, M) 
Else uncövered boundary edge qail is protected by a pre-configured path for theqaii 

Fig. 3. Pseudo code for Protection for Failure(N, M, efait). 

Fig. 4 shows the main algorithm. Step 1 generates SHRs for mesh(N, M) as 
in Fig. 1 by Design of CR( N, M), and step 2 routes paths for all demands by 
any RWA algorithm. If a failure edge is detected in step 3, it is protected by the 
algorithm PROTECTION for FAILURE(N,M, efait ) in step 4 (refer to Fig. 3). 

Algorithm SPCR (N, M, D) 
1 DESIGN of CR(N, M); 
2 Run any RWA algorithm for all demands in D; 
3 If ( a failure detected in an edge qait) then 
4 PROTECTION for FAILURE«'/, M, qau); 

Fig. 4. Pseudo code for SPCR(N, M, D). 
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3 Simulation Results 

We now describe some numerical results of the proposed SPCR with which we 
compare the performance of the SLSP. We evaluate two schemes in terms of the 
protection costs required to reroute a given set of lightpaths, protection delay, 
and the time for failure detection. The details of our experiments are as follows. 
Our experimental topology is mesh(N, M) what i~ formed of bidirectional edges. 
An edge used in any lightpath costs 1 unit, and thus five lightpaths for five 
different demands passing an edge cost 5 units. The experiment is performed 
with five protection methods (SLSP3, SLSP4, SLSP5, SLSP6, and SPCR) on 
four topologies (6x6, 6x7, 7x7, and 8x8). In this simulation, we try 500 times 
for each method and topology, and measure its performance on mesh(N, M) 
with a set of 150 to 1000 random demands. The customized simulation is clone 
at Pentium IV-1.7GHz PC with windows XP which is equipped with 256MB 
RAM. We now show bar graphs for each performance measure. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation Results(a),(b),(c) and sample protection domains in the SLSP (d). 

Fig. 5(a) shows the protection costs for 5 protection methods mentioned earlier. 
The protection cost is determined by the maximum value of edge costs on a SHR 
when a failure occurs on the SHR. This is because the failure can be occurred at 
the maximum valued edge, and thus can be protected by the proposed scheme. 
If a failure occurs on an uneavered boundary edge, the protection cost is just 
the value of the edge cost. The protection cost of SLSP that is composed of 
protection domains is equal to the number of edges for protection domains. Fig. 
5(a) shows that the SLSP requires much more protection costs than the SPCR. 
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Variables for the protection time are defined as follows. a is the timethat a 
node detects a failure on the working path. ß is the processing time for each node. 
'Y is the transmission time for an edge. For instance in SLSP, if a failure occurs 
between nodes 2 and 3 in Fig. 5( d), the failure detection time is calculated as 
follows. Detection delay from a failure to node 2 is a , processing time at node 2 is 
ß and transmission time for the edge between node 2 and node 1 is "(. And thus 
the failure detection time is a+ß+"f. For the protection time, processing time 
at nodes 1, Pl, P2, P3, P4, and 5 is 6-ß and transmissiontime for those related 
5 edges is 5·"(. And thus protection time is 6·ß + 5·"(. The failure detection time 
added to protection time makes total protection delay which is a+7-ß+6·"(. 

The protection delay of SPCR is as follows. The failure detection time is 
always a . For the protection time, processing time at nodes (1,3), (1,4), (2,4), 
and (2,3) requires 4·ß and transmission time for those related 3 edges needs 
3·"(. And thus the protection time is 4-ß + 3·"(, therefore the protection delay 
including the failure detection time is a + 4· ß + 3·"( in Fig. 1. Figs 5(b) and ( c) 
show results of the failure detection time and the protection delay, respectively, 
when a, ß, and 'Y are 1. Fig. 5(b) shows that the failure detection time is improved 
up to about five times and Fig. 5(c) shows that the protection delay is improved 
a little comparing to SLSP scheme. 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a shared protection algorithm based on self
healing capability a pre-configuration mechanism for mesh(N, M) . The SPCR 
provide shared protection against any singlelink failure using self-healing capa
bility a pre-configuration mechanism. The comprehensive computer simulation 
shows that the protection cost is reduced up to about three times and the protec
tion delay time is improved up to about five times comparing to the SLSP. This 
method shows its simplicity and better performance for various measures. We 
evaluate our proposed scheme for the physical topology instead of mesh(N, M) 
with virtual nodes. 
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